VMware vRealize Operations
Management Pack for
Oracle Database
About Blue Medora

Blue Medora & VMware have partnered to expand the reach and capabilities of the VMware vRealize Cloud Management suite

Blue Medora has worked in the enterprise application performance monitoring space for over 8 years with companies like Oracle, IBM, and New Relic
How Blue Medora complements vRealize Operations

VMware provides best-of-breed management for vSphere via vRealize Operations
How Blue Medora complements vRealize

Blue Medora’s software extends VMware vRealize Operations across the entire stack.
Extending vRealize Operations
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Connects directly via JDBC Thin Driver for metric collection

vRealize objects for key network resources

- Database
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Relationship mapping between Oracle DB and the virtual layer
Relationships

Internal and external relationships provide database to virtual layer visibility
Combine application, virtual, network, compute and storage into a single view.
Oracle Database | Management Pack

Do You vRealize?

Alerts & Recommendations

Reports & Views

Dashboards
Deep Dive: Metrics

Over 350 Oracle Database metrics for health, availability, and performance
Simple Configuration

Get to your data in 20 minutes

Oracle Database **username, password, host, and SID** – that’s it!

Auto-discovery for individual Oracle Database-monitored components
Compatibility

Oracle Database
• 11.2+

VMware vRealize Operations
• vRealize Operations 6.x+
To Learn More

For trial downloads or for more information, visit bluemedora.com or email sales@bluemedora.com.